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ABSTRACT: The 2011 dataset of the CMS experiment, consisting of an integrated luminosity of 4.98 fb$^{-1}$ of pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV, enables expanded searches for direct electroweak pair production of charginos and neutralinos in supersymmetric models as well as their analogs in other models of new physics. Searches sensitive to such processes, with decays to final states that contain two or more leptons, are presented. Final states with three leptons, with a same-sign lepton pair, and with an opposite-sign lepton pair in conjunction with two jets, are examined. No excesses above the standard model expectations are observed. The results are used in conjunction with previous results on four-lepton final states to exclude a range of chargino and neutralino masses from approximately 200 to 500 GeV in the context of models that assume large branching fractions of charginos and neutralinos to leptons and vector bosons.
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1 Introduction

Many searches for physics beyond the standard model (BSM) performed by experiments at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have focused on models with cross sections dominated by the production of new heavy strongly interacting particles, with final states characterized by large hadronic activity. These searches are well justified since strongly interacting particles can be produced with large cross sections and hence be observable with
early LHC data. In the context of supersymmetry (SUSY) [1–7], such models lead mainly to the production of the strongly interacting squarks and gluinos, the SUSY partners of the quarks and gluons. In contrast, in this paper we describe searches for BSM physics dominated by the direct electroweak production of particles that might not yield large hadronic activity, and that may therefore have eluded detection in early searches. This signature characterizes SUSY models with pair-production of electroweak charginos $\tilde{\chi}^\pm$ and neutralinos $\tilde{\chi}^0$, mixtures of the SUSY partners of the gauge bosons and Higgs bosons. Depending on the mass spectrum, the charginos and neutralinos can have significant decay branching fractions (BF) to leptons or vector bosons, resulting in final states that contain either on-shell vector bosons or three-lepton states with continuous pair-mass distributions [8–13]. In either case, neutrino(s) and two stable lightest-SUSY-particle (LSP) dark-matter candidates are produced, which escape without detection and lead to large missing transverse energy $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ in the event.

In this paper, we present several dedicated searches for chargino-neutralino pair production. The data, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 4.98 ± 0.11 fb$^{-1}$ [14] of proton-proton collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV, were collected by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment at the LHC in 2011. Even with the smaller cross sections of electroweak production, this data sample is sufficient to probe the production of charginos and neutralinos with masses well beyond existing constraints [15–22]. Since LHC studies have as yet found no evidence for new strongly interacting particles, we focus on scenarios in which such particles do not participate, and in which the final states are rich in leptons produced via intermediate states including sleptons (SUSY partners of the leptons, including sneutrinos, partners of neutrinos). These scenarios include cases such as those shown in figures 1 and 2, which are labeled using SUSY nomenclature, though the interpretation naturally extends to other BSM models. In the SUSY nomenclature, $\tilde{\chi}_1^0$ is the lightest neutralino, presumed to be the LSP, and $\tilde{\chi}_2^0$ and $\tilde{\chi}_3^0$ are heavier neutralinos; $\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm$ is the lightest chargino. In figure 1 the slepton mass $m_\tilde{\ell}$ is less than the masses $m_{\tilde{\chi}_2^0}$ and $m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm}$, while in figure 2 it is greater, and the mass difference between the LSP and the next-lightest chargino or neutralino is large enough to lead to on-shell vector bosons. In addition to the dedicated searches, we leverage the results of some previous CMS SUSY searches [23–26], either by interpreting the previous results directly in the context of the scenarios in figures 1 and 2, or by modifying the previous studies so that they target electroweak, rather than strong, production processes. Throughout this paper, “lepton” refers to a charged lepton; in specified contexts, it refers more specifically to an experimentally identified electron or muon.

To quantify our results, we present them in the context of simplified model spectra (SMS) [27–34]. SUSY models with bino-like $\tilde{\chi}_1^0$ and wino-like $\tilde{\chi}_2^0$ and $\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm$ lead to the SMS trilepton signature of figure 1, and motivate the simplifying assumption that the latter two gauginos have similar masses as a result of belonging to the same gauge group multiplet. We thus set $m_{\tilde{\chi}_2^0} = m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm}$, and present results as a function of this common mass and the LSP mass $m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0}$. The results for figure 1 depend also on the mass $m_\tilde{\ell}$ of the intermediate slepton (if left-handed, taken to be the same for its sneutrino $\tilde{\nu}$), parametrized in terms of
Figure 1. Diagrams of chargino-neutralino pair production in proton-proton collisions followed by decays leading to a final state with three leptons, two LSPs, and a neutrino. For left-handed sleptons (with accompanying sneutrinos), both diagrams exist, and for each diagram there is an additional diagram with \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \rightarrow \ell \tilde{\ell} \rightarrow \ell \ell \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) replaced by \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \rightarrow \tilde{\nu} \nu \rightarrow \nu \nu \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \). Thus only 50% of produced pairs results in three leptons. For right-handed sleptons, only the right diagram exists, and 100% of produced pairs result in three leptons. In these diagrams and those of figure 2, dotted lines represent unstable intermediate states, and the dashed lines represent the LSP.

Figure 2. Diagrams of chargino-neutralino and neutralino-neutralino pair production in proton-proton collisions followed by decay to on-shell W or Z bosons and LSPs.

A variable \( x_\tilde{\ell} \) as

\[
m_\tilde{\ell} = m_{\tilde{\ell}^0} + x_\tilde{\ell} (m_{\tilde{\chi}^\pm_1} - m_{\tilde{\chi}^0_1}),
\]

where \( 0 < x_\tilde{\ell} < 1 \). We present results for \( x_\tilde{\ell} \) equal to 0.5 (i.e., the slepton mass equal to the mean of the LSP and chargino masses). In some cases we also present results for \( x_\tilde{\ell} = 0.25 \) and 0.75.

The interpretation of the result may further depend on whether the sleptons are the SUSY partner \( \tilde{\ell}_L \) or \( \tilde{\ell}_R \) of left-handed or right-handed leptons. We consider two limiting cases. In one case, \( \tilde{\ell}_R \) does not participate while \( \tilde{\ell}_L \) and \( \tilde{\nu} \) do: then both diagrams of figure 1 exist, and the chargino and neutralino decay to all three lepton flavors with equal probability. Furthermore, two additional diagrams with \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \rightarrow \ell \tilde{\ell} \rightarrow \ell \ell \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) replaced by \( \tilde{\chi}^0_2 \rightarrow \tilde{\nu} \nu \rightarrow \nu \nu \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \) reduce the fraction of three-lepton final states by 50%. In the second case, in which \( \tilde{\ell}_R \) participates while \( \tilde{\ell}_L \) and \( \tilde{\nu} \) do not, only the diagram of figure 1(b) exists, and there is no 50% loss of three-lepton final states. Because the \( \tilde{\ell}_R \) couples to the chargino via its higgsino component, chargino decays to \( \tilde{\ell}_R \) strongly favor the \( \tau \) as the lepton. For the leptonic decay products, we thus consider primarily two flavor scenarios:

- The “flavor-democratic” scenario: the chargino (\( \tilde{\chi}^\pm_1 \)) and neutralino (\( \tilde{\chi}^0_1 \)) both decay with equal probability into all three lepton flavors, as expected for \( \tilde{\ell}_L \);
• The “$\tau$-enriched” scenario: the chargino decays exclusively to $\tau$ leptons as expected for $\tilde{\ell}_R$, while the neutralino decays democratically.

With the selection criteria used in this paper, we have only limited sensitivity to a third scenario: the “$\tau$-dominated” scenario in which the chargino and neutralino both decay only to a $\tau$ lepton.

We place limits on the pair production cross section times branching fraction in the above scenarios. In additional interpretations given below in terms of bounds on masses within SMS, the 50% branching fraction to three leptons is taken into account when appropriate in $\tilde{\ell}_L$ cases. For $x_T = 0.5$, the kinematic conditions for the processes of figure 1 are identical for $\tilde{\ell}_L$ and $\tilde{\ell}_R$, and the respective limits are trivially related. For other values of $x_T$ (0.25 and 0.75), differences in experimental acceptance may alter the relationship.

For results based on the diagrams of figure 2, we assume that sleptons are too massive to participate, so that the branching fractions to vector bosons are 100%. Even with such an assumption, there is little sensitivity to the ZZ channel of figure 2(b) in the context of models such as the minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model (MSSM), where neutralino pair production is suppressed relative to neutralino-chargino production. Rather, for the ZZ signature, we consider a specific gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking (GMSB) $\tau$-enriched higgsino model [35–37] that enhances the $ZZ + E_T^{miss}$ final state.

Following a description of the data collection and reconstruction procedures in section 2, section 3 describes searches specifically aimed at the three-lepton final state of figure 1. Kinematic observables that can distinguish signal from background include $[38–41] E_T^{miss}$, the invariant mass $M_{\ell\ell}$ of the opposite-sign leptons, and the transverse mass $M_T$ formed from one lepton and the $E_T^{miss}$. A three-lepton search using $E_T^{miss}$ is presented in section 3.1, while a complementary approach using $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $M_T$ is presented in section 3.2. In these three-lepton searches, the leptons selected are electrons and muons. Sensitivity to $\tau$ leptons arises only through their leptonic decays.

The three-lepton searches lose sensitivity when the probability to detect the third lepton becomes low. In section 4, we describe a search based on exactly two reconstructed leptons with the same electric charge (same sign), which extends the sensitivity to the processes of figure 1. This study, a modification of the CMS search for SUSY described in ref. [26], includes hadronically decaying $\tau$ leptons in addition to electrons and muons. Section 5 describes a search for the on-shell W and Z boson production processes of figure 2. This study is a modification of the CMS search for SUSY in the Z boson plus jets and $E_T^{miss}$ channel [25].

Section 6 presents an interpretation of these searches, in some cases combining several together, and including the four-lepton results of ref. [24]. Results of related searches have also been recently reported by the ATLAS collaboration [42, 43].

Finally, appendix A provides a parametrized function for the detection efficiency of physics objects used in the analysis in section 3.2. This function will enable estimation of sensitivities for BSM models not considered in this paper that yield three leptons in the final state.
2 Detector, online selection, and object selection

The online event selections (trigger) and further offline object selections closely follow those described in ref. [24], and are briefly summarized here. Exceptions are noted below in the sections specific to each analysis.

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid, of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the field volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass/scintillator hadron calorimeter. Muons are measured in gas-ionization detectors embedded in the steel return yoke. Extensive forward calorimetry complements the coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors. A more detailed description can be found in ref. [44].

CMS uses a right-handed coordinate system, with the origin at the nominal interaction point, the $x$ axis pointing to the center of the LHC, the $y$ axis pointing upwards (perpendicular to the plane of the LHC ring), and the $z$ axis along the counterclockwise-beam direction. The polar angle $\theta$ is measured from the positive $z$ axis, and the azimuthal angle $\phi$ (in radians) is measured in the $x$-$y$ plane. The pseudorapidity $\eta$ is a transformation of the polar angle defined by $\eta = -\ln[\tan(\theta/2)]$.

Events from pp interactions must satisfy the requirements of a two-level trigger system. The first level performs a fast selection for physics objects (jets, muons, electrons, and photons) above certain thresholds. The second level performs a full event reconstruction. Events in this analysis are primarily selected using double-lepton triggers that require at least one electron or muon with transverse momentum $p_T > 17$ GeV, and another with $p_T > 8$ GeV, with $|\eta| < 2.5$ for electrons and $|\eta| < 2.4$ for muons. For channels involving $\tau$ leptons, triggers are used that rely on significant hadronic activity and $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, in addition to the presence of a single lepton or two hadronic $\tau$ candidates [26]. Additional triggers are used for calibration and efficiency studies.

Simulated event samples are used to study the characteristics of signal and standard model (SM) background. Most of the simulated event samples are produced with the MadGraph 5.1.1 [45, 46] event generator, with parton showering and hadronization performed with the Pythia 8.1 [47] program. Signal samples are generated with Pythia 6.424 [47]. The samples are generated using the CTEx 6L1 [48] parton distribution functions. For the diboson backgrounds, MC@NLO [49] samples are used to help assess the theoretical uncertainties on the simulated samples. For the simulated SM samples, we use the most accurate calculations of the cross sections available, generally with next-to-leading order (NLO) accuracy [50, 51]. The files specifying the SUSY signal model parameters are generated according to the SUSY Les Houches accord [52] standards with the ISAJET program [53], with cross sections calculated in Pythia to leading order and NLO corrections calculated using PROSPINO 2.1 [54]. Depending on the simulated sample, the detector response and reconstruction are modeled either with the CMS fast simulation framework [55], or with the GEANT4 [56] program, followed by the same event reconstruction as that used for data.

Events are reconstructed offline using the particle-flow (PF) algorithm [57, 58], which provides a self-consistent global assignment of momenta and energies. Details of the reconstruction and identification are given in refs. [59, 60] for electrons and muons. Leptonically
decaying τ leptons are included in the selection of electrons or muons. In the same-sign dilepton search, hadronic τ lepton decays are identified with the “hadrons-plus-strips” algorithm [26, 61]. This algorithm combines PF photons and electrons into strips (caused by azimuthal bending of an electromagnetic shower in the CMS magnetic field) in order to reconstruct neutral pions. The neutral pions are combined with charged hadrons to reconstruct exclusive hadronic τ decay topologies. In the four-lepton results from ref. [24] used in the interpretations in section 6, hadronic τ candidates are identified as isolated tracks with associated ECAL energy deposits consistent with those from neutral pions.

We consider events that contain electrons, muons, and (for a subset of the searches, as specified above) hadronically decaying τ leptons, each associated with the same primary vertex. Offline requirements on the lepton p_T and η are described in the analysis-specific sections below. To reduce contamination due to leptons from heavy-flavor decays or misidentified hadrons in jets, an isolation criterion is formed by summing the track p_T and calorimeter E_T values in a cone of ∆R = 0.3 (0.4 for electrons in the three-lepton+E_T^{miss} search) around the lepton, where ∆R = √((Δφ)^2 + (Δη)^2). The candidate lepton is excluded from the isolation sum. This sum is divided by the lepton’s p_T to obtain the isolation ratio I_{rel}, which is required to be less than 0.15.

Jets are reconstructed with the anti-k_T clustering algorithm [62] with a distance parameter of 0.5. The jet reconstruction is based on PF objects. With exceptions noted below, jets are required to have |η| < 2.5 and p_T > 40 GeV and to be separated from any lepton satisfying the analysis selection by ∆R > 0.3. Where applicable to suppress background from heavy flavors, we identify jets with b quarks (referred to throughout as “b jets”) by using the CMS “track-counting high-efficiency algorithm” (TCHE) [63], which provides a b-jet tagging efficiency of 76% (63%) with a misidentification rate of 13% (2%) for the loose (medium) working point.

Events with an opposite-sign same-flavor (OSSF) dilepton (i.e., dielectron or dimuon) with invariant mass below 12 GeV are rejected, to exclude quarkonia resonances, low-mass continuum, and photon conversions.

3 Searches in the three-lepton final state

For the searches in the three-lepton final state, we use reconstructed leptons identified as electrons and muons; any sensitivity to τ leptons comes indirectly through their leptonic decays. The main SM backgrounds in the three-lepton final state are from WZ production with three genuine isolated leptons that are “prompt” (created at the primary vertex), and from t̅t production with two such leptons and a third particle identified as such but that is “non-prompt” (created at a secondary vertex, as from a heavy-flavor decay) or not a lepton. We consider two complementary variants of this search. The first uses the missing transverse energy E_T^{miss} directly, and has slightly better sensitivity than the second when the difference between m_{χ_2^0} = m_{χ_1^±} and the LSP mass m_{χ_1^0} is large. The second search uses E_T^{miss} indirectly through the transverse mass M_T, which is particularly effective in discriminating background from leptonic decays of W bosons in events with lower E_T^{miss}, this search has more sensitivity than the first as m_{χ_1^0} approaches m_{χ_2^0} = m_{χ_1^±}.
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3.1 Searches with three leptons using $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ shape

For our study of three-lepton events with significant $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, we make use of our previous analysis [24], based on the same data sample as the present study. The analysis requires three leptons (only electrons or muons) and $H_T < 200$ GeV, where $H_T$ is the scalar sum of the $p_T$ of the jets in the event. OSSF dileptons are rejected if $75 \text{ GeV} < M_{\ell\ell} < 105 \text{ GeV}$ in order to suppress background from Z bosons. For the lepton selection, at least one electron or muon is required with $p_T > 20 \text{ GeV}$, and another with $p_T > 10 \text{ GeV}$; the third lepton must have $p_T > 8 \text{ GeV}$; this search additionally requires $|\eta| < 2.1$ for all three leptons. A more detailed description of the analysis can be found in ref. [24].

The number of events observed for $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 50 \text{ GeV}$ and the corresponding background predictions are given in table 1 in 10-GeV-wide bins (corresponding to the display of the same data in figure 3 (left) of ref. [24]). The analysis in ref. [24] considers two regions of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ only: $E_T^{\text{miss}} < 50 \text{ GeV}$ and $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 50 \text{ GeV}$. In the present study, we take this latter region and use the separate contents of the bins in table 1 in a combined statistical treatment. This approach provides more powerful discrimination between signal and background than the treatment of ref. [24], because of the different shapes of signal and background across these bins.

All details of the event selection, background estimates, and evaluation of systematic uncertainties are as described in section 2 and ref. [24]. Briefly, efficiencies of electron/muon identification and isolation requirements are estimated using the method described in ref. [64] for $Z \rightarrow \ell^+\ell^-$ events, and are in agreement with the simulation to within 2% (1%) for electrons (muons). Background due to Drell-Yan processes (including $Z +$ jets boson production), with a jet providing a third genuine (non-prompt) lepton or a hadron misidentified as a lepton, is evaluated from studies of isolated tracks failing or passing electron/muon identification criteria, separately for samples enriched in heavy- and light-flavor jets. This background decreases rapidly to negligible levels for $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 50 \text{ GeV}$. The main backgrounds for $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 50 \text{ GeV}$ are from diboson and $t\bar{t}$ production and are estimated from the simulation.

Section 6 presents the detailed interpretation of these results.

3.2 Searches with three leptons using $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $M_T$

The alternative three-lepton search, based on $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $M_T$, introduces in addition a veto on events having an identified b jet (using the TCHE medium working point) with $p_T > 20 \text{ GeV}$. By vetoing only b jets, this requirement suppresses $t\bar{t}$ background while avoiding exposure to signal loss (for example due to initial-state radiation) from a more general jet veto.

We require at least one electron or muon with $p_T > 20 \text{ GeV}$ and two more with $p_T > 10 \text{ GeV}$, all with $|\eta| < 2.4$. After requiring $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 50 \text{ GeV}$ (and making no requirement on $H_T$), events are characterized by the values of the invariant mass $M_{\ell\ell}$ of the OSSF pair, and the transverse mass $M_T$ formed from the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ vector and the transverse momentum $p_T^\ell$ of the remaining lepton:

$$M_T \equiv \sqrt{2E_T^{\text{miss}}p_T^\ell[1 - \cos(\Delta\phi_{\ell,E_T^{\text{miss}}})]}.$$
Table 1. The observed and mean expected background in bins of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ for three-lepton events with $H_T < 200$ GeV, an opposite-sign same-flavor (OSSF) lepton pair, and no Z boson candidate. These results correspond to the distributions shown in figure 3 (left) of ref. [24]. Uncertainties include statistical and systematic contributions.

For three-muon and three-electron events, the OSSF pair with $M_{\ell\ell}$ closer to the Z mass is used. For backgrounds where a true OSSF pair arises from a low-mass virtual photon, this can result in a misassignment; simulation of this effect is validated with identified $\mu\mu\mu$ and $\mu\mu\epsilon$ events by treating all three leptons as having the same flavor.

3.2.1 Background due to WZ production

The largest background is due to SM WZ production in which both bosons decay leptonically. Studies with data indicate that the simulation-based estimates of systematic uncertainties on both the WZ background characteristics and signal resolutions are generally reliable, but especially at high-$M_T$, corrections are obtainable through detailed comparisons of data and the simulation. Here, we present one such study: the calibration of the hadronic recoil of the WZ system. In addition, the overall WZ event yield normalization is validated using events where $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $M_T$ are consistent with the Z and W boson masses ($81 \text{ GeV} < M_{\ell\ell} < 101 \text{ GeV}, M_T < 100 \text{ GeV}$), respectively. We find good agreement with the SM simulations, as presented below.

The simulation of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ (and hence $M_T$) is corrected using a generalization of the Z-recoil method used in the CMS measurements of the W and Z cross sections [64]. The transverse hadronic recoil vector $\vec{u}_T$ is

$$\vec{u}_T = -E_T^{\text{miss}} - \vec{p}_{T,1} - \vec{p}_{T,2}$$ (3.2)
Table 2. Relative systematic uncertainties for the mean WZ background. “On-Z” refers to events in which the OSSF pair satisfies $81 < M_{\ell\ell} < 101$ GeV. “Off-Z” refers to events with either $M_{\ell\ell} < 81$ GeV or $M_{\ell\ell} > 101$ GeV. The events are further categorized according to whether they have low ($< 100$ GeV) or high ($> 100$ GeV) $M_T$ values. The “Off-Z, low-$M_T$” column corresponds to the sum of events in regions I and V in figure 3, while the “Off-Z, high-$M_T$” column corresponds to the sum of regions II and IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>On-Z, high-$M_T$</th>
<th>Off-Z, low-$M_T$</th>
<th>Off-Z, high-$M_T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hadronic recoil</td>
<td>29.7%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>14.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZ versus Z recoil</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepton energy scale</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lepton energy resolution</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boson $p_T$</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z mass shape</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalization</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for Z events and

$$\vec{u}_T = -\vec{E}_{\text{miss}}^T - \vec{p}_{T,1} - \vec{p}_{T,2} - \vec{p}_{T,3}$$

(3.3)

for WZ events, where $\vec{E}_{\text{miss}}^T$ is the missing transverse energy vector, and $\vec{p}_{T,i}$ is the transverse momentum vector of each of the two leptons from the Z decay or three leptons from the WZ decay. The recoil vector is resolved into components: $u_1$ parallel to the direction of the respective Z or WZ system, and $u_2$ perpendicular to the Z or WZ direction (known in the simulation and approximated in the data). The $u_1$ component is sensitive to calorimeter response and resolution, while the $u_2$ component is predominantly determined by the underlying event and multiple interactions. Using a pure sample of Z boson events, detailed studies of both components as a function of the Z boson $p_T$ value yield corrections to the simulation, which are implemented event-by-event assuming that the results for Z production are similar to those for WZ production. These data-based corrections alter the expected background by up to 25%, and allow us to reduce the systematic uncertainty associated with the simulation.

Reconstructed leptonic decays of Z bosons are used to calibrate lepton energy scales and resolutions, separately for electrons and muons, in bins of $p_T$ and $\eta$. The uncertainties from this procedure are propagated into uncertainties on the mean background estimation by using the simulation. Table 2 summarizes these and the other systematic uncertainties in the estimation of the WZ background.

### 3.2.2 Background due to $t\bar{t}$ production and other processes

The second-largest background is from events with two genuine isolated prompt leptons and a third identified lepton that is either a non-prompt genuine lepton from a heavy-flavor decay or a misidentified hadron, typically from a light-flavor jet. Top-quark pair, Z + jets, and WW + jets events are the main processes that contribute to this background. We measure this background using control samples in data. The probability for a non-
prompt lepton to satisfy the isolation requirement ($I_{\text{rel}} < 0.15$) is measured in a data sample enriched with QCD dijet events, and varies from 2% to 3% for muons and from 6% to 8% for electrons as a function of lepton $p_T$. These probabilities, applied to the three-lepton events where the isolation requirement on one of the leptons is removed, are used to estimate background due to such non-prompt leptons.

Another background studied with data is the rare process in which a $Z$ boson is accompanied by an initial- or final-state radiation photon that converts internally or externally, leading to a reconstructed three-lepton final state when the conversion is highly asymmetric [24].

The systematic uncertainties assigned to the $t \bar{t}$ background and other backgrounds studied with data are based on differences between the predicted and true yields when the method is applied to simulated events, as well as on the effect of the prompt-lepton contamination in control samples.

Backgrounds from very rare SM processes that have not yet been adequately measured in the data ($ZZ$, $t \bar{t}Z$, $t \bar{t}W$, three-vector-boson events) are estimated from simulation. For these sources, a systematic uncertainty of 50% is assigned to account for uncertainty in the NLO calculations of cross sections.

### 3.2.3 Observations in the three-lepton search with $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $M_T$

Figure 3 presents a scatter plot of $M_T$ versus $M_{\ell\ell}$ for the selected events. The dashed lines divide the plane into six regions. The horizontal dashed line at $M_T = 100$ GeV separates the lower-$M_T$ region, which contains most of the background associated with on-shell $W$ bosons, from the region depleted of this background. The vertical dashed lines at $M_{\ell\ell} = 81$ GeV and 101 GeV define the endpoints of the region dominated by $Z$ boson decays. In the lower $M_{\ell\ell}$ region, the search is sensitive to the signal production process of figure 1 with small to moderate $\tilde{\chi}_2^0 - \tilde{\chi}_1^0$ mass splittings ($< 100$ GeV), while being subject to background from $W + \gamma^*/Z^*$ events, especially in Region I. In the higher-$M_{\ell\ell}$ region, the search is sensitive to models with larger mass splittings. Region VI (on-$Z$, low $M_T$) is dominated by $WZ$ and $ZZ$ backgrounds. Leakage from this region contaminates the nearby regions.

Figure 4 shows the $M_T$ distributions for data and the mean expected SM background below the $Z$ (Regions I and II), on-$Z$ (Regions III and VI), and above the $Z$ (Regions IV and V). The background shape from non-prompt or misidentified leptons is taken from simulation while the normalization is derived from the data.

Table 3 contains a summary of the mean estimated backgrounds and observed yields. There is no evidence for a signal, and the background shape is well reproduced within the limited statistics.

Section 6 contains the detailed interpretation of these observations, which are found to have comparable sensitivity to the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$-based search of section 3.1.

### 4 Searches in the same-sign two-lepton final state

Three-lepton final states are not sensitive to direct chargino-neutralino production if one of the leptons is unidentified, not isolated, or outside the acceptance of the analysis. The
Figure 3. $M_T$ versus $M_{\ell\ell}$ for the selected events in data. (Unlabeled Region VI lies between Regions I and V.) Two events appear outside the limits of the plot; one is a $\mu\mu\mu$ event at $(M_{\ell\ell}, M_T) = (240 \text{ GeV}, 399 \text{ GeV})$ and the other is an $eee$ event at $(95 \text{ GeV}, 376 \text{ GeV})$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>WZ</th>
<th>Non-prompt</th>
<th>Rare SM</th>
<th>Total background</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>16.2 ± 2.9</td>
<td>4.7 ± 2.4</td>
<td>2.1 ± 1.5</td>
<td>23.0 ± 5.1</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.8</td>
<td>1.94 ± 1.02</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>6.0 ± 1.3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>15.6 ± 5.7</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>16.6 ± 5.7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>8.7 ± 1.7</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.8</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td>11.0 ± 1.9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>150.6 ± 25.7</td>
<td>2.6 ± 1.4</td>
<td>11.7 ± 5.8</td>
<td>164.9 ± 26.4</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Summary of mean expected backgrounds and observations in each region for the three-lepton search based on $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. Uncertainties include statistical and systematic contributions.

CMS detector has high geometrical acceptance for all leptons. However, when the signal-model mass splittings are such that one lepton has $p_T < 10 \text{ GeV}$, three leptons are unlikely to be selected. Some of these otherwise-rejected events can be recovered by requiring only two leptons, which should however be of same sign (SS) to suppress the overwhelming background from opposite-sign dileptons [38, 65].

The SS dilepton search requires at least one electron or muon with $p_T > 20 \text{ GeV}$, and another with $p_T > 10 \text{ GeV}$, with $|\eta| < 2.4$ for both. We exclude events that contain a third lepton, using the criteria of section 3.2, in order to facilitate combination with those results. Furthermore, as events with $\tau$ leptons can be important in some SUSY scenarios [66], we
Figure 4. Observed and mean expected $M_T$ distribution for $M_{\ell\ell}$ in the regions (a) below the Z boson mass, (b) on the Z boson mass, and (c) above the Z boson mass. Rare SM processes include three-vector-boson production, production of top-quark pairs together with a vector boson, and ZZ production. The last bin in each histogram includes the events with $M_T$ beyond the histogram range.

include the $e\tau$, $\mu\tau$, and $\tau\tau$ final states; for this purpose, we use hadronic decays of the $\tau$. The isolation criteria for hadronically decaying $\tau$ leptons require that, apart from the hadronic decay products, there be no charged hadron or photon with $p_T$ above 0.8 GeV within a cone of $\Delta R = 0.5$ around the direction of the $\tau$.

An important class of background for SS events is that with one genuine prompt lepton and either a non-prompt genuine lepton from a heavy-flavor decay or a misidentified hadron. This background arises mainly from events with jets and a W or Z boson. Much of the analysis strategy is driven by the need to suppress these events. Electron and muon selection criteria are thus tightened: the isolation criterion becomes $I_{rel} < 0.1$, and we add a criterion to limit the maximum energy deposit of muon candidates in the calorimeters.

Events containing OSSF pairs with $|M_{\ell\ell} - M_Z| < 15$ GeV are eliminated in order to reduce background due to processes such as WZ and $t\bar{t}Z$ production. For this purpose we select these events by using looser isolation criteria ($I_{rel} < 1.0$ for muons and bar-
Table 4. Summary of mean expected backgrounds and observed yields in the $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 200 \text{GeV}$ signal region for all six same-sign dilepton channels. The background categories comprise non-prompt and misidentified leptons, charge misassignment, and rare SM processes. Uncertainties include statistical and systematic contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>ee</th>
<th>$\mu\mu$</th>
<th>$e\mu$</th>
<th>$e\tau$</th>
<th>$\mu\tau$</th>
<th>$\tau\tau$</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-pr/misID</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.7 ± 1.0</td>
<td>1.5 ± 1.1</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge misass</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.0</td>
<td>0.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rare SM</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>3.7 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total background</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td>3.1 ± 1.2</td>
<td>1.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.01</td>
<td>9.5 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

rel electrons, and $I_{\text{rel}} < 0.6$ for endcap electrons) and looser identification requirements for electrons.

The remaining background with a non-prompt lepton is estimated with techniques described in ref. [26], where the probability for a non-prompt lepton to pass the signal selection is derived from control regions in data using extrapolations in the isolation and identification criteria. The systematic uncertainty on these predictions is 50% for light leptons and 30% for $\tau$ leptons.

Residual background is mostly due to charge misassignment in events with an OSSF pair, e.g., from Drell-Yan, $t\bar{t}$, or WW processes. We quantify the charge misassignment probability for electrons and $\tau$ leptons by studying SS ee or $\tau\tau$ events inside the $Z$ mass peak region in data. For electrons, this probability is 0.0002 ± 0.0001 in the ECAL barrel and 0.0028 ± 0.0004 in the ECAL endcap, and for $\tau$ leptons it is 0.009 ± 0.024. For muons, it is determined from cosmic-ray data to be of order 10$^{-5}$ and is neglected.

Backgrounds of lesser importance include those from rare SM processes such as diboson production, associated production of a $t\bar{t}$ pair with a vector boson, or triboson production. They are taken from simulation with a 50% systematic uncertainty assigned. An exception is WZ production, for which normalization to the measured cross section is available, thus reducing the systematic uncertainty to 20%.

The distribution of events thus selected is studied in the plane of $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ versus $H_T$, as displayed in figure 5(a). The signal region is defined by the criterion $E_T^{\text{miss}} > 200 \text{GeV}$, with the $120 \text{GeV} < E_T^{\text{miss}} < 200 \text{GeV}$ interval used as a control region to confirm understanding of backgrounds. In the control region, the total mean expected background for events without a $\tau$ (ee, $\mu\mu$, and $e\mu$ events) is 24.8 ± 7.6, and 27 events are observed. The total mean expected background for $e\tau$, $\mu\tau$, and $\tau\tau$ events is 24.5 ± 8.9, and 26 events are observed. The observed signal region yields in the various lepton-flavor final states are displayed in figure 5(b). Table 4 presents the mean expected background and the observed yields in the signal region. Section 6 presents the detailed interpretation of these observations; combining the same-sign dilepton search with the three-lepton search increases the mass limits by up to approximately 20 GeV.

The same-sign analysis is potentially sensitive to the processes of figure 1 in the $\tau$-dominated scenario, in which the chargino and neutralino both decay only to a $\tau$. With the present selection, we are only able to exclude a limited region of phase space for this scenario, bounded by $m_{\tilde{\chi}^0_1} < 50 \text{GeV}$ and $m_{\tilde{\chi}^\pm} = m_{\tilde{\chi}^0_1} < 250 \text{GeV}$.
5 Searches in the $WZ/ZZ + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ final state with two leptons and two jets

Finally, we consider events with two on-shell vector bosons and significant $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. Ref. [24] presents results relevant for the four-lepton final state, corresponding to the two-Z-boson process of figure 2(b), when each Z boson decays either to an electron or a muon pair. In the following, we extend sensitivity to both diagrams of figure 2 by selecting events in which a Z boson decays to either $ee$ or $\mu\mu$, while a W boson or another Z boson decays to two jets. SM diboson events with the corresponding final states do not contain intrinsic $E_T^{\text{miss}}$.

This search is an extension of our previous result [25]. We use the same selection of jets, leptons, and $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, as well as the same background estimation methods. Both leptons must have $p_T > 20$ GeV. In particular, jets are required to have $p_T > 30$ GeV and $|\eta| < 3$. The $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ signal regions are indicated in table 5, with the entries indicating mean background estimates after applying all selection criteria described below.

We suppress background from $t\bar{t}$ events by a factor of approximately 10 by rejecting events that contain an identified b jet. We use the TCHE loose (medium) working point for jets with $p_T < 100$ GeV ($> 100$ GeV). Further suppression of the $t\bar{t}$ and $Z +$ jets background is achieved by requiring that the dijet mass $M_{jj}$ be consistent with a W or Z boson, namely $70$ GeV $< M_{jj} < 110$ GeV. Background from $WZ +$ jets events is suppressed by rejecting events that contain a third identified lepton with $p_T > 20$ GeV.

Background from SM $Z +$ jets events with artificial $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ from jet mis-measurements must be carefully estimated, since the artificial $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ is not necessarily well-reproduced in simulation. Using the method described in ref. [25], a control sample of $\gamma +$ jets events is...
Table 5. Summary of mean expected backgrounds and observed data in each of the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ signal regions, in final states with two opposite-sign leptons, two jets, and $E_T^{\text{miss}}$. The total background is the sum of the $Z +$jets background evaluated with $\gamma +$jets events, the flavor-symmetric background evaluated from opposite-flavor events (OF background), and the $WZ/ZZ$ background expected from simulation (WZ/ZZ background). Uncertainties include statistical and systematic contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$30 \leq E_T^{\text{miss}} &lt; 60$ GeV</th>
<th>$60 \leq E_T^{\text{miss}} &lt; 80$ GeV</th>
<th>$80 \leq E_T^{\text{miss}} &lt; 100$ GeV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z + jets background</td>
<td>2298 ± 737</td>
<td>32.9 ± 11.1</td>
<td>5.2 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF background</td>
<td>11 ± 2</td>
<td>6.6 ± 1.6</td>
<td>4.6 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZ/ZZ background</td>
<td>50 ± 25</td>
<td>3.9 ± 2.0</td>
<td>2.2 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total background</td>
<td>2359 ± 737</td>
<td>43.4 ± 11.4</td>
<td>12.0 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$100 \leq E_T^{\text{miss}} &lt; 150$ GeV</th>
<th>$150 \leq E_T^{\text{miss}} &lt; 200$ GeV</th>
<th>$E_T^{\text{miss}} \geq 200$ GeV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z + jets background</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.6</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.20 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF background</td>
<td>4.6 ± 1.2</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WZ/ZZ background</td>
<td>2.5 ± 1.3</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total background</td>
<td>8.8 ± 1.8</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>2416</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this section, we present the interpretation of our results. Section 6.1 presents the limits on the SMS of figure 1 from the three-lepton search using the $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ shape (section 3.1). Section 6.2 presents the limits on the same SMS from the three-lepton search using $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $M_T$ (section 3.2), the same-sign dilepton search (section 4), and their combination. Section 6.3 presents the limits on the SMS of figure 2 using results from section 3 and from the $WZ + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ analysis of section 5, as well as limits on a GMSB model using results from the $ZZ + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ analysis of section 5 and the four-lepton results of ref. [24]. In all the search channels, the observations agree with the expected background.

We present upper limits on the cross sections for pair production of charginos and neutralinos. All upper limits are computed at 95% confidence level (CL) using the CL$_s$ criterion [67, 68] with choices in the implementation following those in ref. [69]. Using
the NLO cross section calculations from ref. [50, 51], we also evaluate 95% CL exclusion curves. The exclusion curves are shown not only for their central values, but also when the NLO cross section is varied by ±1 standard deviation (σ) of its uncertainty [51]. In addition, we display the median expected exclusion limit in an ensemble of experiments with background only, as well as the uncertainty band that contains 68% of the limits in the ensembles.

### 6.1 Limits on SMS from the search with three leptons using $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ shape

Figure 7(a) displays the 95% CL upper limits on the cross section times branching fraction in the $m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0}$ versus $m_{\tilde{\chi}_2^0} (= m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm})$ plane, with $x_\tau = 0.5$ in the flavor-democratic scenario described in the Introduction. The contour bounds the excluded region in the plane assuming the NLO cross section calculation and a 50% branching fraction to three leptons, as appropriate for this SMS. Figure 7(b) displays the corresponding limits for the $\tau$-enriched scenario. The lower-sensitivity feature in the curve, noticeable where the common mass $m_{\tilde{\chi}_2^0} = m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm}$ is approximately 100 GeV greater than $m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0}$, corresponds to the phase space where the dilepton mass has a high probability to be close to the Z mass, such that the event is rejected.
In the other limit curves in both figures $M_\tau$ and $\tilde{\tau}$ display, for three values of $\mathcal{L}$ in the region where the difference between $\ell\nu$ and $\tau\nu$, the increase $E_{\text{T miss}}$ for the three-lepton decay products in the flavor-democratic scenario. In (b), the same contours are for a branching fraction of 100%, as appropriate for the $\tau$-enriched scenario, in which the final-state lepton from the chargino decay is always the $\tau$ lepton.

6.2 Limits on SMS from the search with three leptons, $M_{\ell\ell}$, and $M_T$ from same-sign dilepton searches

Figure 8 displays, for three values of $x_\ell$, the 95% CL upper limit on the chargino-neutralino production cross section times branching fraction in the flavor-democratic scenario, derived from the results of the three-lepton search using $M_T$ and $M_{\ell\ell}$ and those of the SS dilepton search. The contours bound the mass regions excluded at 95% CL for a branching fraction of 50%, as appropriate for the three-lepton decay products in the flavor-democratic scenario. The contours based on the observations are shown for the separate searches and for the combination. This search has slightly better sensitivity than the complementary search based on the $E_{\text{T miss}}$ shape (figure 7) in the region where the difference between $m_{\tilde{\chi}^0} = m_{\tilde{\chi}^{\pm}}$ and $m_{\tilde{\chi}^0}$ is small, and slightly worse sensitivity where this mass difference is large.

Figure 9 presents the corresponding limits for the $\tau$-enriched scenario. As the SS dilepton search does not have sensitivity for $x_\ell = 0.5$, there is no limit curve for this search in figure 9(b). In the other limit curves in both figures 8 and 9, the increase in the combined mass limit from incorporation of the SS dilepton search ranges up to approximately 20 GeV.

Appendix A provides a prescription for emulating the event selection efficiency for this signature, in order to facilitate further interpretation of the results in electroweak SUSY production scenarios beyond the models considered in this paper.
Figure 8. The shading in the $m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm}$ versus $m_{\tilde{\chi}_2^0} (= m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0})$ plane indicates the 95% CL upper limit on the chargino-neutralino production NLO cross section times branching fraction in the flavor-democratic scenario, for the combined analysis of the three-lepton search using $M_{T\ell}$ and $M_T$, and the same-sign dilepton search. The contours bound the mass regions excluded at 95% CL for a branching fraction of 50%, as appropriate for the visible decay products in this scenario. The contours based on the observations are shown for the separate searches and for the combination; in addition, the expected combined bound is shown. The three subfigures are the results for $x_T$ set to (a) 0.25, (b) 0.50, and (c) 0.75.
are final states as a function of the chargino and neutralino masses. In calculating these limits, the uncertainties related to jet and \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \) quantities (jet multiplicity, dijet mass, and \( E_T^{\text{miss}} \)) vary significantly across the model space, and are addressed separately at each point, taking into account the bin-to-bin migration of signal events. The limits in section 6.3.1 are presented in the context of the SMS of figure 2(a) with 100\% branching fractions of the chargino (neutralino) to \( W + \tilde{\chi}_1^0 \) (\( Z + \tilde{\chi}_0^0 \)). The wino-like cross section with coupling \( g\gamma^\mu \)

Figure 9. For the \( \tau \)-enriched scenario, the results corresponding to those in figure 8.
is assumed. As the present data do not have sufficient sensitivity to explore the SMS of figure 2(b), the limits in section 6.3.2 are presented in the context of a gauge-mediated symmetry breaking (GMSB) Z-enriched higgsino model [35–37] that has a large branching fraction to the ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ final state. In this scenario, the LSP is a very light gravitino (mass $\leq 1$ keV).

6.3.1 Limits on SMS with on-shell W and Z from WZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and three-lepton analyses

For limits on the SMS of figure 2(a) with on-shell W and Z bosons, we combine the results of the WZ/ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ analysis and the three-lepton analysis of section 3.2. From the WZ/ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ analysis, we use the results in exclusive $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ regions, as summarized in table 5. For the three-lepton analysis, we use the results in table 3. The three-lepton region with the broadest sensitivity is Region III, the on-Z, high-$M_T$ region. If the difference between the common mass $m_{\tilde{\chi}_2^0} = m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm}$ and $m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0}$ is small, then a significant fraction of the signal events fall below the Z mass window so that other signal regions contribute as well, in particular Region I (below-Z, low-$M_T$ region). Region VI is not used directly in the fit, in order to facilitate the combination and to avoid using this region to constrain the WZ yield in the WZ/ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ analysis, where the kinematic selection is very different since it includes jet requirements. Instead, a scaling factor of 1.1 ± 0.1 is applied to the WZ yield in Regions I-V, based on the data/simulation comparison in Region VI.

In the combination, the common signal-related systematic uncertainties for luminosity, jet energy scale, lepton identification, trigger efficiency, and misidentification of light-flavor jets as b jets are considered to be 100% correlated. For backgrounds, the only common systematic uncertainty is that for the WZ/ZZ simulation, which is treated as 100% correlated. No events in the data pass both signal selections. For the backgrounds, the overlap in the control sample is less than 1%. Thus the two selections are treated as independent.

Figure 10 displays the observed limits for the two individual analyses and the combination. For large $m_{\tilde{\chi}_2^0} = m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm}$, the WZ/ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ analysis has higher sensitivity due to the large hadronic branching fractions of the W and Z bosons. At lower $m_{\tilde{\chi}_2^0} = m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm}$, the signal events do not have large $E_T^{\text{miss}}$, resulting in a loss of signal region acceptance for the WZ/ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ analysis. In this region, the background suppression provided by the requirement of a third lepton leads to better sensitivity for the three-lepton analysis.

6.3.2 Limits on a Z-enriched GMSB model from ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and four-lepton search

For the SMS of figure 2(b) with two on-shell Z bosons, the present data do not exclude any region of $m_{\tilde{\chi}_2^0} = m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm}$, and are therefore not sensitive to a scenario in which neutralino pair production is the sole production mechanism. However, the ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ signature can be enhanced in scenarios in which additional mechanisms, such as chargino-chargino and chargino-neutralino production, also contribute. This is the case in a GMSB Z-enriched higgsino model [35–37].

In this scenario, the LSP is a nearly massless gravitino, the next-to-lightest SUSY particle is a Z-enriched higgsino $\tilde{\chi}_1^0$, and the $\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm$ is nearly mass degenerate with the $\tilde{\chi}_1^0$. 
We set the gaugino mass parameters $M_1$ and $M_2$ to $M_1 = M_2 = 1 \text{ TeV}$, the ratio of Higgs expectation values $\tan \beta$ to $\tan \beta = 2$, and then explore variable Higgsino mass parameters. The masses of the $\tilde{\chi}_0^1$ and $\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm$ are controlled by the parameter $\mu$, with $m_{\tilde{\chi}_0^1} \approx m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm} \approx \mu$. Hence the $\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm$ decays to $\tilde{\chi}_0^1$ and to low-$p_T$ SM particles that escape detection. Thus, all production mechanisms (chargino-chargino, chargino-neutralino, and neutralino-neutralino) lead to a pair of $\tilde{\chi}_0^1$ particles in the final state, and the branching fraction to the $ZZ + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ final state is large (varying from 100% at $\mu = 130$ GeV to 85% at $\mu = 410$ GeV). Mainly because of the mix of production mechanisms, the kinematic distributions of this model are slightly different than those expected in a pure neutralino-pair production scenario, leading to different signal acceptances.

We combine the results of the WZ/ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ analysis of section 5 with independent results for the four-lepton channel analysis of ref. [24] to further restrict the GMSB scenario. The two selections have negligible overlap, and are thus treated as independent in the combination.

Table 6 summarizes the relevant results from ref. [24], with the high-$H_T$ and low-$H_T$ regions of that study combined. All samples contain four leptons, including an OSSF lepton pair whose mass is consistent with the $Z$ boson mass, with separate entries for events with $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ above or below 50 GeV, and for events with zero or one hadronically decaying $\tau$ lepton candidate ($\tau_h$).

The results of the individual and combined exclusions are displayed in figure 11. As in section 6.3.1, the WZ/ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ and the multilepton analysis are complementary, with the four-lepton analysis having greater (less) sensitivity than the WZ/ZZ + $E_T^{\text{miss}}$ analysis at small (large) values of $\mu$. By combining the two analyses, we exclude the range of $\mu$ between 148 and 248 GeV.
Table 6. Summary of the results from the multilepton analysis of ref. [24] used as input to the combined limit on the GMSB model. All categories have four leptons including an OSSF pair consistent with a Z boson; $N(\tau_h)$ denotes the number of these leptons that are identified as hadronically decaying $\tau$ leptons. Uncertainties include statistical and systematic contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Region</th>
<th>Expected Background</th>
<th>Observed Yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N(\tau_h) = 0$, $E_T^{miss} \geq 50$ GeV</td>
<td>$1.0 \pm 0.2$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N(\tau_h) = 0$, $E_T^{miss} &lt; 50$ GeV</td>
<td>$38 \pm 15$</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N(\tau_h) = 1$, $E_T^{miss} \geq 50$ GeV</td>
<td>$2.6 \pm 0.7$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N(\tau_h) = 1$, $E_T^{miss} &lt; 50$ GeV</td>
<td>$18.0 \pm 5.2$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Interpretation of the results for the $ZZ + E_T^{miss}$ (with two leptons and two jets) analysis and the results of the four-lepton analysis from ref. [24] in the context of the GMSB model described in the text. The NLO cross section upper limits are presented for the $ZZ + E_T^{miss}$ observed, multilepton observed, the combined observed, and the combined expected results. The theory prediction for the cross section is also presented. The median expected limits, their $\pm 1\sigma$ variations, and the $\pm 1\sigma$ band on the theory curve are as described at the beginning of section 6.

6.4 Summary of excluded masses for chargino-neutralino pair production

Figure 12 displays a summary of the excluded regions in the chargino-neutralino production scenarios considered above. Also displayed are the exclusion curves at 95% CL from searches at LEP2 [16, 17, 70], which excluded $m_{\tilde{\tau}} < 82$ GeV and $m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm} < 103$ GeV. The results in this paper probe the production of charginos and neutralinos with masses up to approximately 200 to 500 GeV, depending on the decay modes of these particles.

7 Summary

This paper presents searches for supersymmetric charginos and neutralinos. While a number of previous studies at the LHC have focused on strongly coupled supersymmetric particles, this paper is one of the first to focus on the electroweak sector of supersymmetry.
Figure 12. Summary of the excluded regions in the $m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^0}$ versus $m_{\tilde{\chi}_2^0}$ ($= m_{\tilde{\chi}_1^\pm}$) plane for: the three-lepton+$E_T^{\text{miss}}$ search (sections 3.1 and 6.1), separately for the $\tilde{\ell}_L$ and $\tilde{\ell}_R$ scenarios; the combination (section 6.2) of the three-lepton analysis based on $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $M_T$ (section 3.2) with the SS dilepton analysis (section 4), separately for the $\tilde{\ell}_L$ and $\tilde{\ell}_R$ scenarios; and the combination (section 6.3.1) of the diboson analysis with two leptons and two jets (section 5) with the three-lepton analysis based on $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $M_T$ (section 3.2), for the $WZ + E_T^{\text{miss}}$ model. Regions excluded by searches at LEP2 for sleptons and charginos are also indicated. The implied branching fractions introduced in section 1 are noted in the legend. For models with intermediate sleptons (including the LEP2 slepton limit), the interpretations correspond to $x_\tilde{\ell} = 0.5$.

The searches performed here explore final states with exactly three leptons using transverse mass and lepton-pair invariant mass, two same-sign leptons, and two opposite-sign leptons and two jets. The results of a published search for new physics in the final state of three or more leptons are reinterpreted in the context of electroweak supersymmetry. No excesses above the standard model expectations are observed. The results are used to exclude a range of chargino and neutralino masses from approximately 200 to 500 GeV in the context of models that assume large branching fractions of charginos and neutralinos to leptons and vector bosons.
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Table 7. The parameters of the efficiency function $\epsilon(x)$, where $x$ represents $p_T(\mu)$, $p_T(e)$, $E_{\text{miss}}^T$, $M_T$, or $p_T(\text{parton})$ for different quark flavors (udscb) and for gluons (g).

A  Signal efficiency model for the three-lepton analysis with $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $M_T$

In order to facilitate the interpretation of the three-lepton results with $M_{\ell\ell}$ and $M_T$ presented in section 3.2 within the context of other signal models that are not considered here, we provide a prescription for emulating the event selection efficiency. This prescription includes lepton reconstruction and identification efficiencies, $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ and $M_T$ selection efficiencies, as well as the b-jet identification probability. The latter can be used to parameterize the b-veto acceptance in case the model of interest contains such jets.

We perform a fit to efficiency curves for each selection using the parametric function

$$\epsilon(x) = p_6 + p_4 \left[ \text{erf} \left( \frac{x - p_0}{p_1} \right) + 1 \right] + p_5 \left[ \text{erf} \left( \frac{x - p_2}{p_3} \right) + 1 \right],$$

where $x$ represents the observable for which the efficiency is parametrized, and erf indicates the error function. This includes the efficiency for electrons and muons to be reconstructed and to satisfy the identification requirements as a function of the lepton $p_T$; the probability for an event to satisfy the requirements $E_{\text{miss}}^T > 50$ GeV and $M_T > 100$ GeV as a function of true $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ and true $M_T$; and the probability for a jet to be identified as a b jet separately for the cases where the jet originates from a b-, c-, or light-flavor quark or gluon as a function of jet $p_T$. (The true $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ observable is calculated with the stable generator-level invisible particles, while the true $M_T$ is calculated using the true $E_{\text{miss}}^T$ and the third lepton, i.e., the one not used in the $M_{\ell\ell}$ calculation.)

The parameters of the fitted functions are given in table 7. Using these parameters and the values of $x$, a combined probability for a given event to pass the full event selection can be obtained. We have tested the efficiency model in a signal sample and observed consistent event yields compared to the full detector simulation within about 25%.
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